Sweet Candy

FUSIONS by AGF

FREE PATTERN

featuring REVERIE COLLECTION BY AGF STUDIO
Sweet Candy

Quilt designed by AGF Studio: AGFstudio

FABRICS DESIGNED BY AGF STUDIO

FUS-R-800  Sprayed Blooms Reverie
FUS-R-801  Your Heart Reverie
FUS-R-802  Floral Frolic Reverie
FUS-R-803  Entryways Reverie
FUS-R-804  Aves Chatter Reverie
FUS-R-805  I Spy Reverie
FUS-R-806  Abiding Reverie
FUS-R-807  Heartfelt Reverie
FUS-R-808  Cottontails Reverie
FUS-R-809  Where the Heart Is Reverie

© 2017 Courtesy of Art Gallery Quilts LLC. All Rights Reserved.
FINISHED SIZE | 10" × 10"

**FABRIC REQUIREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fabric B</td>
<td>FUS-R-807 1/8 yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric C</td>
<td>FUS-R-804 1/4 yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric D</td>
<td>FUS-R-801 1/8 yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric E</td>
<td>PE-464 1/8 yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric F</td>
<td>DEN-S-2006 1/4 yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric G</td>
<td>FUS-R-802 1/8 yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric H</td>
<td>FUS-R-808 1/8 yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>FUS-R-800 1/8 yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric J</td>
<td>FUS-R-803 1/8 yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric K</td>
<td>FUS-R-805 1/8 yd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CUTTING DIRECTIONS**

1/4" seam allowances are included. WOF means width of fabric.

- Seven (7) 4" perfect squares from Fabric A
- Eight (8) 3 3/8" perfect squares from Fabric A
- Four (4) 3" perfect squares from Fabric A
- One (1) 4" perfect square from Fabric B
- One (1) rectangle of 3" x 5½" from Fabric B
- Three (3) 4" perfect squares from Fabric C
- Two (2) 4" perfect squares from Fabric D
- Two (2) rectangle of 3" x 5½" from Fabric D
- Two (2) 3 3/8" perfect squares from Fabric D
- Two (2) 4" perfect squares from Fabric E
- Two (2) rectangle of 3" x 5½" from Fabric E
- Two (2) 3 3/8" perfect squares from Fabric E

**CONSTRUCTION**

Sew all rights sides together with 1/4" seam allowance.

**BLOCK # 1**

- Take your 4" perfect squares from Fabric A and cut your piece in half on the diagonal line to create your triangle.
- Now take Fabrics B, C, D, E and repeat the same process.
- Take one triangle piece from Fabric A and pair with a triangle piece from Fabric B, making sure you position your triangles top facing down. (Diagram below)

![Diagram 1](image1)

- Repeat the same process but place your Fabric B on your left side and Fabric B on your right side.
- Now pair the two (2) triangles and you will have your first piece assembled.

![Diagram 2](image2)
• Repeat the same process for Fabrics C, D, E.

• Once assembled, you will have the following blocks:

![](images/blocks.png)

- Block A-B
- Block A-C
- Block A-D
- Block A-E

**DIAGRAM 3**

• Pair Block A-B with A-C.

• Then pair Block A-D with A-E.

• Now pair both rows together.

• Quilt as desired.

• To make the second block, follow the same instructions as above.

![](images/second-block.png)

**DIAGRAM 4**

**BLOCK # 3**

**Flying Geese Construction**

- Place a marked 3 ⅜” square from Fabric A right sides together on the left side of a 3” x 5½” rectangle from Fabric E as shown.

- Stitch on the drawn line. Trim seam allowance to ¼”. Press corner open. In the same manner, sew a 3 ⅜” square to the remaining corner, trim and press.

**DIAGRAM 5**

- Repeat the same process for Fabrics B, D, I, J.

- Once you have all flying geese assembled, now pair the rectangle pieces according to the diagram below:

![](images/flying-geese-construction.png)

**DIAGRAM 6**

- Now pair both rows together and you will have your 3rd block.

**DIAGRAM 7**
BLOCK # 4

- Take Fabrics C, G, F, K 4”x4” squares and pair them as diagram below:

![Diagram 8]

- Now take a 3 ⅜” perfect square from Fabric D and cut it in half on the diagonal in order to have your half square triangle.

- Repeat the same process for your other 3 ⅜” perfect square from Fabric D and E.

- Now, take a 3” perfect square from Fabric A and pair it with one of the half square triangle from Fabric D (Diagram Below)

![Diagram 9]

- Repeat the same process for the other Fabric A with D and Fabric A with E.

- Now take the first piece assembled and rotate to an angle of 45º.

- Pair one of the triangle piece of fabric A-D on the corner left side and sew.

- Repeat the same process by placing a triangle from fabrics A-E on the corner right.

- Place A-E on the lower corner left side and sew.

- And place the last piece of A-D on the lower corner right.

Now that you have your 4th Block piece, quilt as desired and Enjoy!!!

NOTE: While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.
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